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Identity Attack Vectors: Implementing an Effective Identity and Access Management SolutionApress, 2019

	
		Discover how poor identity and privilege management can be leveraged to compromise accounts and credentials within an organization. Learn how role-based identity assignments, entitlements, and auditing strategies can be implemented to mitigate the threats leveraging accounts and identities and how to manage compliance for regulatory...
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Software Exorcism: A Handbook for Debugging and Optimizing Legacy Code (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	IT HAS BEEN DOCUMENTED that the maintenance phase of the typical software project’s life cycle accounts for over 60 percent of the total cost incurred. For all the pomp and circumstance heaped upon the design phase, once the first release has been deployed, most of the resources will be spent on fixing bugs, adding new features, and...
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Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Command-Line InterfaceApress, 2014

	Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Command-Line Interface shows how to use Enterprise Manager’s powerful scripting language to automate your database administration work and save time by scripting routine tasks, and then executing those scripts across collections of databases and instances in your environment. This book is chock...
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Windows 7 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
The perfect plain-English guide to the much-anticipated release of Windows 7

Windows For Dummies is the all-time bestselling guide to the Windows operating system. Windows 7 For Dummies answers all your questions about the interface adjustments and all the new tools in Windows 7.      

Whether you're new to...
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Microsoft PowerShell, VBScript & JScript BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Packed with more than 300 sample scripts and an extensive collection of library functions, this essential scripting book is the most thorough guide to Windows scripting and PowerShell on the market. You’ll examine how Windows scripting is changing the face of system and network administration by giving everyday users, developers, and...
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Alan Simpson's Windows XP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If Windows XP can do it, you can do it too ...
Windows XP is the undisputed market leader among operating systems, and the enhancements and security improvements in Service Pack 2 made it even better. So if you already know how to turn on a PC and use a mouse, here's the place to learn how to use every fabulous feature of Windows XP. Let an...
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Phishing ExposedSyngress Publishing, 2005
Phishing Exposed provides an in-depth, high-tech view from both sides of the phishing playing field. In this unprecedented book, world-renowned phishing expert Lance James exposes the technical and financial techniques used by international clandestine phishing gangs to steal billions of dollars every year. The book is filled with...
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How to Be Invisible: The Essential Guide to Protecting Your Personal Privacy, Your Assets, and Your Life (Revised Edition)Thomas Dunne Books, 2004
From cyberspace to crawl spaces, new innovations in information gathering have left the private life of the average person open to scrutiny, and worse, exploitation. In this thoroughly revised update of his immensely popular guide How to Be Invisible, J.J. Luna shows you how to protect yourself from these information predators by securing your...
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Oracle Siebel CRM 8 Installation and ManagementPackt Publishing, 2010

	Oracle's Siebel CRM is market-leading Customer Relationship Management software. Unmatched in functionality and scalability, Siebel enhances a company's sales performance, improves customer satisfaction, and provides a robust Customer Relationship Management system for an organization.


	This practical book offers a...
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The Wiley Handbook of Vocational Education and Training (Wiley Handbooks in Education)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A collection of the theories, practices, and policies of vocational education and training written by international experts

	
		The Wiley Handbook of Vocational Education and Training offers an in-depth guide to the theories, practices, and policies of vocational education and training (VET). With contributions...
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Mastering UnixSybex, 2000
All Your Unix Questions—Answered!
    Mastering Unix is your source for everything you need to know about today’s most influential operating system. Inside, two Unix experts provide essential information on a wide range of Unix flavors, concentrating on Linux, FreeBSD, and Solaris8. Whether you’re...
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Microsoft Office Groove 2007 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2008

	Microsoft Offi ce Groove 2007 is a new addition to the Microsoft Offi ce system, but the
	program has been around for several years. Groove Networks, the company that fi rst
	published Groove software, was started in 1997. The fi rst version of the program was
	shipped in 2001, and Microsoft acquired Groove Networks in 2005.
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